
Global Vision Introduces New High-Speed
Booklet Inspection Technology

ScanBook

ScanBook enables users to scan and inspect an entire

booklet in seconds

MONTREAL, CANADA, November 5, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Global Vision, the industry leader

in the development of innovative proofreading

technologies, today announced the immediate

availability of ScanBook, a new high-speed booklet

scanner designed for the medical device and

pharmaceutical markets to address the need for quality

control of multi-page documents and user guides. 

ScanBook integrates with ScanTVS, the acclaimed Global Vision print inspection solution, to

enable users to inspect multi-page documents quickly and effortlessly. Samples can be loaded

into the document feeder and left unattended while being scanned. The scan will then be loaded

automatically into ScanTVS as a multi-page PDF file to be inspected against a master file.

Commenting on the introduction of ScanBook, Reuben Malz, President of Global Vision

explained, “Previously, when clients required inspection of multi-page documents, they would

need to manually scan each individual page, a slow and arduous task. With the introduction of

ScanBook, users can now just load and scan any size booklet including double sided pages and

immediately inspect all text and graphics with ScanTVS, helping to bolster productivity and

ensure brand integrity.” 

ScanBook Highlights

-Fast multi-page inspection system

-Inspects: User guides, manuscripts, bulletins, IFUs and leaflets

-Integrates with the Global Vision ScanTVS print inspection solution  

-Scans both sides of a sample simultaneously (Duplex)

-Fast scanning speed: Simplex : 50 PPM, Duplex: 100 PPM

-Color smoothing

-Automatic crop and de-skew

-Intelligent rotation and blank page detection

-Automatically detects multiple size documents 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.globalvisioninc.com/products/scanbook.php
http://www.globalvisioninc.com/products/scantvs.php


-Thin stock selector (52g/m2) 

-Hole punch removal  

ScanBook is available as an optional hardware module with ScanTVS.

ScanBook on the road: 

Pharmtech 2013: November 25-28, 2013, All Russian Exhibition Center, Booth: E181

Schedule a demo 

About Global Vision

Global Vision is the world leader in the design and delivery of innovative proofreading

technologies. Its complete suite of advanced solutions featuring text-based, pixel-based and

Braille inspection technologies are designed to eliminate printed artwork, text verification, and

text comparison related errors, providing end-to-end security at every stage of the workflow

process. 

Global Vision’s solutions are widely interoperable and have received commercial endorsement

from the world’s leading Pharmaceutical, Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), and Artwork

Management companies.

Press release courtesy of Online PR Media: http://bit.ly/175pD3E
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